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Private Housing for the Disabled: A Suggested Agenda
Roger W. Andersen*
Although the phrase "architectural barriers" usually brings to mind
wheelchair-bound individuals, the elimination of environmental barriers
would benefit many others besides the tens of millions of persons commonly
considered "disabled." ' One observer has captured graphically the scope of
the problem:
A mother pushing a carriage . . . a father struggling with Christmas
presents... a tight end hobbling on a sprained ankle .. , a pregnant woman
* . . an arthritic elderly man ... a blind attorney . . a deaf teacher ... a
paraplegic editor ... a young child.
A flight of stairs . . . a narrow doorway . . . a small bathroom . . .
shoulder-height light switches . . . an inclined slope ... chest-level drinking
fountains ... waist-high kitchen appliances... escalators... high bus steps
• . . underground subways... eye-level telephones ... narrow theater aisles
... auditory fire alarms ... highly polished floors•... tight parking spaces•...
printed directions and maps . heat-sensitive elevator call buttons ... eye-
level cabinets. 2
Most people would find life easier in a barrier-free environment. 3
Most people who consider themselves able-bodied are temporarily han-
dicapped at various points in their lives. Children face heavy doors and steep
steps; shoppers with bundles encounter barriers to easy access. As one com-
mentator has noted, "the designed environment is specifically appropriate only
* -Associate Professor of Law, The University of Toledo; B.A., Knox College, 1970; J.D., University
of Iowa, 1973; LL.M., University of Illinois, 1978. Acknowledgment is due to HenryJ. Schweiter, a law
student at the University of Toledo, for his assistance in preparing this article.
1 Between 14 and 50 million Americans have limited mobility. F. BOWE, HANDICAPPING AMERICA 73
(1978). Estimates of the number of disabled persons often vary widely because they are based on various
definitions of "disabled."
For example, the epileptic person may not be handicapped in his capacity to use public transpor-
tation; however, he is severely limited in his ability to secure and maintain employment ....
Similarly, an individual with a spinal cord injury may be able to obtain employment but in-
capable of utilizing public transportation in order to seek and maintain employment.
Note, Abroad in the Land: Legal Strategies to Effectuate the Rights of the Physically Disabled, 61 GEo. L.J. 1501 n.2
(1973). See generally M. BERKOWITZ, W. JOHNSON & E. MURPHY, PUBLIC POLICY TOWARD DISABiLITY 7-23
(1976); F. BOWE, supra note 1, at 17-18; DISABILITY AND REHABILITATION HANDBOOK 765-68 (R. M. Golden-
son, ed. 1978); U.S. DEP'T OF HUD, AccEss TO THE BUILT ENVIRONMENT: A REVIEW OF LITERATURE 22-42
(1979) [hereinafter cited as HUD REVIEW OF LITERATURE]; Achtenberg, Law and the Physically Disabled: An
Update With Constitutional Implications, 8 Sw. U.L. REV. 847, 851 n.l1 (1976); Hart, 10% of Americans Need
Barrier-Free Design, CONTRACT, Feb., 1978, at 59; Jeffrey, A Living Environment for the Physically Disabled, 34
REHABILITATION LITERATURE 98 (1973); Van Vechten & Pless, Housing and Transportation: Twin Barriers to In-
dependence, 37 REHABILITATION LITERATURE 202, 203-04 (1976); Wittmeyer & Stolov, Educating Wheelchair Pa-
tients On Home Architectural Barriers, 32 AM. J. OF OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY 557 (1978); DEVELOPMENTAL
DISABILITIES STATE LEGISLATIVE PROJECT OF THE ABA COMMISSION ON THE MENTALLY DISABLED,
ELIMINATING ENVIRONMENTAL BARRIERS 2, n.17 (Discussion ed. August, 1979) [hereinafter cited as ABA
PROJECT].
2 F. BOWE, supra note 1, at 73.
3 "[A]t least 56 percent of the population needs barrier-free design." Schalter, Removing the Hidden Bar-
riers to Accessibility, 3 AMiCUS, July-Aug., 1978, at 43. Other commentators ask, "Why not plan for every
possibility so the environment can continue to be as convenient, functional, efficient, and usable as it was
originally conceived? This is the concept of barrier-free design. It is not 'special,' it is not 'traditional,' it is
human." S. HARKESS &J. GROOM, JR., HOUSING WITHOUT BARRIERS FOR THE DISABLED 5 (1976).
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for the large, healthy, adult male in his late teens or early twenties.' '4
Moreover, permanently limited mobility is a reality most people eventually
will face. It has been estimated that by the year 2000 there will be one physical-
ly disabled, chronically ill or over-65 person for every able-bodied individual. 5
One observer has pointed out that "few of us die of old age any more .. .
rather we enter an increasingly lengthy period of terminal stages of one or more
disorders.' '6 Denial of this fact has several consequences: people lose the
chance to prepare for the change, feel like has-beens when the inevitable oc-
curs, and feel they have no right to object to societal obstacles because they had
previously failed to fight for disabled persons. 7 To avoid these problems, we
must "open our eyes and our minds and acknowledge that disabled people,
even severely disabled people, are not them, but us. "8
Handicaps are a function of the environment. Consequently, if barriers
are eliminated, so are handicaps. 9 For example, consider a person with a
limited grasp attempting to turn a common doorknob, which requires a secure
grasp to open. Such a person is often considered handicapped. However, if the
common doorknob were replaced by a handle operable without being grasped
and turned, the handicap disappears. Is it the door or the person that is han-
dicapped? 10 While all handicaps are not so readily eliminated, designers who
plan buildings for use by persons with varying physical abilities will reduce the
number of handicapped persons and increase the number of persons able to
contribute to society.
The notion that non-able-bodied persons ought to be integrated into socie-
ty is fundamental to the movement to eliminate architectural barriers. Most
handicapped persons want to be able to lead productive lives and to enjoy the
self-respect that comes from making a contribution to society." Efforts to
rehabilitate these persons are thwarted when housing facilities prevent in-
dependent living,"' and isolation of such persons is psychologically damaging
4 Morgan, Beyond Disability: A Broader Definition of Architectural Barriers, AM. INST. OF ARCHITECTS J.,
May, 1976, at 60; see BARRIER-FREE DESIGN, REPORT OF A UNITED NATIONS EXPERT GROUP MEETING 4 (S.
Hammerman & B. Duncan ed. 1975).
5 F. BOWE, supra note 1, at 18. See Steinfeld, Barrier-free Design Begins to React to Legislation, Research,
ARCH. REC., Mar., 1979, at 69.
6 R. LIFCHEZ & B. WINSLOW, DESIGN FOR INDEPENDENT LIVING 12 (1979).
7 Id.
8 Id.
9 Morgan, supra note 4, at 50. See ABA PROJECT, supra note 1, at 3.
10 S. KLIMENT, INTO THE MAINSTREAM: A SYLLABUS FOR A BARRIER-FREE ENVIRONMENT 12 (1975).
For a discussion on how the meaning of "handicapped" often depends upon the label placed on one
person by another, see R. BURGDORF, JR., THE LEGAL RIGHTS OF HANDICAPPED PERSONS 10-14 (1980).
Burgdorf is an excellent source for cases and materials relating to a wide variety of legal problems faced by
physically and mentally handicapped persons.
11 See Columbus & Fogel, Survey of Disabled Persons Reveals Housing Choices, J. REHABILITATION,
Mar.-Apr., 1971, at 27; Columbus & Fogel, Housingfor the Disable. I. Characteristics of Those Willing to Move
to Specially Designed Facilities, 32 PERCEPTUAL & MOTOR SKILLS 212 (1971); ARCHITECTURAL & TRANSPORTA-
TION BARRIERS COMPLIANCE BOARD, REPORT TO THE PRESIDENT AND TO THE CONGRESS ON HOUSING NEEDS OF
HANDICAPPED INDIVIDUALS (1975) [hereinafter cited as HOUSING NEEDS], OFFICE OF POLICY DEV. AND
RESEARCH, U.S. DEP'T OF HUD, MULTI-FAMILY HOUSING SHARED BY THE ABLED-BODIED AND THE DIS-
ABLED (1977). See generally tenBroek, The Right to Live in the World: The Disabled in the Law of Torts, 54 CALIF. L.
REV. 841 (1966).
12 -Brattgard, Housing and Community Planningfor Disabled, 4 SCANDINAVIANJ. REHABILITATION MED. 133
(1972); Columbus & Fogel, Survey of Disabled Persons Reveals Housing Choices, supra note 11, at 26; Goldenson,
Independent Living: Ways and Means in DISABILITY AND REHABILITATION HANDBOOK 36-52 (R. Goldenson ed.
1978); Green, Silber & Hinterbuchner, Housing for the Disabled: A Follow-Up Study, 55 ARCH. PHYS. MED.
REHAB. 447 (1974); Smith, Home Planning for the Severely Disabled, 53 MED. CLINICS OF N. AM. 703 (1969);
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to them.1 3 Moreover, those locked into private residences or nursing homes are
not producing goods, providing services, and paying taxes, but are instead a
substantial financial drain on society.1 4
People value highly having a place that can be called "home." Having a
place where one can feel secure is particularly important to disabled persons,
who face an outside world filled with barriers to movement. In a home free of
such barriers, the disabled person can be in control.1 5
Although it is difficult to determine the availability of barrier-free hous-
ing, everyday experience supports the view that few private homes are fully ac-
cessible.1 6 There is no shortage of literature describing common architectural
barriers and proposing ways to eliminate them.1 7 For example, in 1961, the
American National Standards Institute (ANSI) first issued its Specifications for
Making Buildings and Facilities Accessible to, and Usable by, The Physically Handi-
capped (Al17.1). 18 The 1961 standards included many elements applicable to
housing construction and were recently revised to include housing.19
Nonetheless, homes are still constructed with barriers ranging from stepped
entries to unreachable closet shelves.
This article considers, first, the current status of governmental responses
to a barrier-laden society and, second, some options available to the public and
private sectors for eliminating environmental barriers and increasing the
Stock & Cole, Adaptive Housing for the Severely Physically Handicapped, REHABILITATION COUNSELING BULL.,
June, 1975, at 224-25.
If a handicapped individual is not rehabilitated, he will likely end up receiving welfare at a cost greater
than the cost of rehabilitation. See F. FAY, HOUSING ALTERNATIVES FOR INDIVIDUALS WITH SPINAL CORD IN-
JURY 3-6 (1977). Further, the cost of caring for the non-rehabilitated person in a nursing home or hospital far
exceeds the cost of residential care with full-time assistance. See Stock & Cole, Adaptive Housingfor the Severely
Physically Handicapped, REHABILITATION COUNSELING BULL., June, 1975, at 224, 227; Van Vechten & Pless,
Housing and Transportation: Twin Barriers to Independence, 37 REHABILITATION LITERATURE 202, 205 (1976).
13 See F. FAY, supra note 12, at 1-3; HUD REVIEW OF LITERATURE, supra note 1, at 130-50; Morgan,
Beyond Disability: A Broader Definition of Architectural Barriers, Am. INST. OF ARCHITECTSJ., May, 1976, at 50,
52-53.
14 For example, in 1977, 75% of handicapped persons living in Minneapolis-St. Paul were unemployed
and living on welfare. Housing For Handicapped: Big Market If You've Got the Right Design-and If You've Got the
Rent Subsidies, PROFESSIONAL BUILDER, Jan., 1977, at 80.
15 F. BOWE, supra note 1, at 90.
16 Id. at 92; Columbus & Fogel, Survey of Disabled Persons Reveals Housing Choices, supra note 11, at 26.
Perhaps as little as 1 % of housing in the United States is wheelchair accessible. Wittmeyer & Stolov,
Educating Wheelchair Patients on Home Architectural Barriers, 32-AM. J. OF OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY 557, 560
(1978).
17 See, e.g., S. GOLDSMITH, DESIGNING FOR THE DISABLED 175-85 (2d ed. 1967); E. GUTMAN,
WHEELCHAIR TO INDEPENDENCE (1968); G. HALE, THE SOURCE BOOK FOR THE DISABLED 80-133 (1979); G.
LAURIE, HOUSING AND HOME SERVICE FOR THE DISABLED (1977); R. LIFCHEZ & B. WINSLOW, DESIGN FOR IN-
DEPENDENT LIVING (1979); OHIO GOVERNOR'S COMM. ON EMPLOYMENT OF THE HANDICAPPED & SCHOOLEY
CORNELIUS Assoc., ACCESS FOR ALL (1977); R. J. SORENSEN, DESIGN FOR ACCESSIBILITY (1979); Brattgard,
Housing and Community Planning for Disabled, 4 SCANDINAVIAN J. REHABILITATION MED. 133 (1972); Read, A
Homefor Anyone, CHALLENGE, MAR., 1975, AT 17; Woodward & Woodward, House Design for a Paraplegic, 58
PHYSIOTHERAPY 120 (1972); HOUSING NEEDS, supra note 11, at Appendix D (1977); HOUSING ASSISTANCE AD-
MIN., U.S. DEP'T OF HUD FOR THE PHYSICALLY IMPAIRED (1968).
18 AMERICAN NATIONAL STANDARD SPECIFICATIONS FOR MAKING BUILDINGS AND FACILITIES ACCESSIBLE
TO, AND USABLE BY, THE PHYSICALLY HANDICAPPED (1961) (reaffirmed 1971) [hereinafter cited as ANSI
A117.1-1961 (R1971)].
19 The revision was approved by the Institute on March 3, 1980. AMERICAN NATIONAL STANDARD
SPECIFICATIONS FOR MAKING BUILDINGS AND FACILITIES ACCESSIBLE TO, AND USABLE BY, PHYSICALLY HAN-
DICAPPED PEOPLE (1980) [hereinafter cited as ANSI A117.1-1980]. See text accompanying notes 124-29 infra.
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availability of accessible private housing. This article seeks to hasten the arrival
of the day when accessible homes 20 are available to all. 21
I. The Governmental Response
In general, neither the federal nor state governments have acted to en-
courage the development of accessible private housing. However, governments
at all levels have enacted legislation facilitating disabled persons' access to cer-
tain buildings. 22 In discussing options available to government for encouraging
the development of accessible private housing, an understanding of the ap-
proaches taken thus far is helpful.
A. Federal Activity
Because the courts have generally failed to recognize any constitutional
right to free access, 23 legislation has been the primary means by which han-
dicapped persons have made progress on the federal level toward the creation
20 Since accessible single-family homes are more rare than accessible apartments, this article refers to
homes to underscore the need for accessible homes. The legal issues are, of course, applicable to apartments.
Some disabled persons lack the physical capacity to live independently, even with personal assistance;
they require housing combined with a whole range of support services. See Stock & Cole, Adaptive Housingfor
the Severely Physically Handicapped, REHABILITATION COUNSELING BULL., June, 1975, at 224, 226-27. However,
most disabled persons could live independently in accessible facilities. See M. THOMPSON, Housingfor the Han-
dicapped and Disabled 104 (1977).
"Handicapped housing" should be distinguished from "low income housing." Many disabled persons
are poor and qualify for housing subsidies. Indeed, the success of one large project was said to depend on the
availability of rent subsidies. See Housing For Handicapped: Big Market If You've Got the Right Design ... and If
You've Got the Rent Subsidies, PROFESSIONAL BUILDER, Jan., 1977, at 80, 87. However, accessibility apartment
housing is also needed for disabled persons above the poverty line, who fail to qualify for subsidized hous-
ing. SeeJeffrey, A Living Environmentfor the Physically Disabled, 34 REHABILITATION LITERATURE 98, 102 (1973).
21 Even if the amount of accessible private housing increases, that gain will not assure disabled persons'
integration into society unless there are also curb cuts at the corners, accessible buses, and barrier-free
businesses. On smaller scale "[It] does no good to have a barrier-free toilet stall on the second floor if the on-
ly way to get to it is up a flight of stairs." S. KLIMENT, supra note 10, at 10.
22 See Achtenberg, Grips Unite to Enforce Symbolic Laws: Legal Aidfor the Disabled: An Overview, 4 SAN FERN.
V.L. REV. 161 (1975).
23 The constitutional arguments most frequently made to assert the accessibility rights of the disabled
involve the right to travel, the right to petition the government for redress of grievances, and equal protec-
tion. See Burgdorf & Burgdorf, A History of Unequal Treatment: The Qualifications of Handicapped Persons as a
"Suspect Class" Under the Equal Protection Clause, 15 SANTA CLARA LAW. 855, 899-908 (1975); Reed, EqualAc-
cess to Mass Transportation for the Handicapped, 9 TRANSP. L.J. 167, 181-85 (1977); NOTE, Abroad in the Land:
Legal Strategies to Effectuate the Rights of the Physically Disabled, 61 GEO. L.J. 1501, 1507-12 (1973); Comment,
Mass Transportation for the Handicapped and the Elderly, 1976 DET. C.L. REV. 277, 287-89 (1976).
The courts' response to the constitutional arguments has been less than sympathetic. See tenBroek, The
Right to Live in the World: The Disabled in the Law of Torts, 54 CALIF. L. REV. 841, 848-52 (1966). The courts
have regularly rejected constitutional arguments as a basis for assertion of rights to equal access by the
mobility disabled. See Atlantic Community, Inc. v. Adams, 453 F. Supp. 825 (D. Colo. 1978) (right to
travel and equal protection regarding transportation); United Handicapped Fed'n v. Andre, 409 F. Supp.
1297 (D. Minn. 1976) (equal protection regarding transportation); Snowden v. Birmingham-Jefferson
County Transit Auth., 407 F. Supp. 394 (N.D. Ala. 1975) (equal protection regarding transportation);
Selph v. Council of Los Angeles, 390 F. Supp. 58 (C.D. Cal. 1975) (equal protection regarding voting). But
see Friedman v. County of Cuyahoga, No. 985961 (Cuyahoga County Ct. Ohio 1972) (right to travel and
right to petition the government regarding public building).
Courts have been more willing to enforce specifically legislated rights of the disabled to equal access. Cf
Lloyd v. Regional Transp. Auth., 548 F.2d 1277 (7th Cir. 1977); Bartels v. Biernat, 427 F. Supp. 226 (E.D.
Wis. 1977) (cases involving enforcement of rights created by section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973,
29 U.S.C. § 794 (1973)). See also Achtenberg, Law and the Physically Disabled: An Update with Constitutional Im-
plications, 8 Sw. U.L. REV. 847, 855-75 (1976); Reed, EqualAccess to Mass Transportation for the Handicapped, 9
TRANSP. L.J. 167, 174-81 (1977).
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of accessible facilities. 24 The Architectural Barriers Act of 196825 was passed to
ensure that certain public buildings financed with federal funds are designed
and constructed to be accessible to physically handicapped persons. In general,
all buildings built, altered, or leased by the government are covered by the
statute. 26 The statute requires government departments to adopt accessibility
standards in consultation with the Secretary of the Department of Health,
Education and Welfare (HEW), 27 with authority to modify or waive the stan-
dards on a case-by-case basis. 28 The statute authorizes continuing surveys and
investigations to ensure compliance. 29 However, because of the absence of en-
forcement provisions, compliance by affected agencies was less than ideal.3 0
Responding to problems regarding compliance, Congress passed th
Rehabilitation Act of 1973. 3 1 The Act created the Architectural and Transpor-
tation Barriers Compliance Board (the Board). 32 Originally composed of the
heads of nine different federal agencies, 33 the Board was charged with achiev-
ing compliance with the standards adopted pursuant to the Architectural Bar-
riers Act of 1968. 3 4 In addition, a Consumer Advisory Panel, whose members
included disabled persons, was established to recommend to the Board
measures necessary for the elimination of environmental barriers and to give
the Board access to consumers' perspective.3 5 Another provision of the Act,
section 504, expanded protection for the handicapped beyond barrier elimina-
tion, prohibiting discrimination against handicapped persons by any program
or activity receiving federal financial assistance.3 6
Despite these legislative attempts to achieve compliance, criticism con-
tinued to be leveled against both the enforcement provisions of the Act and the
standards set by various agencies. Critics contended that the legislation
established no minimum standards, ultimate compliance dates, or criteria for
granting waivers. They further asserted that board members suffered from the
conflicts of interest because they headed the departments they were charged
with regulating and that the disabled persons' advisory capacity gave them no
real power.3 7
Congress answered some of these criticisms, in 1978, by amending the
24 See ABA PROJECT, supra note 1, at 5. See also HUD REvIEw OF LITERATURE, supra note 1, at 15.
25 Architectural Barriers Act of 1968, Pub. L. No. 90-480, § 2, 82 Stat. 718 (1968) (codified at 42
U.S.C. 5 4151-57 (1976)). See HUD REVIEW OF LITERATURE, supra note 1, at 14.
26 See 42 U.S.C. 5 4151 (1976).
27 Id. at §§ 4152-54.
28 Id. at § 4156(1).
29 Id. at § 4156(2).
30 For a series of reports on compliance, see F. BOWE, supra note 1, at 31-34; HUD REVIEW OP
LITERATURE, supra note 1, at 14; U.S. GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFF., REPORT TO CONGRESS: FURTHER ACTION
NEEDED TO MAKE ALL PUBLIC BUILDINGS ACCESSIBLE TO THE PHYSICALLY HANDICAPPED (1975).
31 See Rehabilitation Act of 1973, Pub. L. No. 93-112, § 502, 87 Stat. 394 (codified at 29 U.S.C. 5
792-94 (1976)).
32 29 U.S.C. at § 792(a).
33 See id. The agencies were: (1) Department of Health, Education and Welfare, (2) Department of
Transportation, (3) Department of Housing and Urban Development, (4) Department of Labor, (5)
Department of Interior, (6) Department of Defense, (7) General Services Administration, (8) U.S. Postal
Service, and (9) Veterans Administration.
34 Id. at § 792(b).
35 Id. at § 792(a).
36 Id. at § 794. Cf Southeastern Comm. College v. Davis, 99 S.Ct. 2361 (1979) (statute did not compel
college to undertake affirmative action that would dispense with the need for effective oral communication in
the college's nursing program so that a student with hearing loss could participate).
37 See ABA PROJECT, supra note 1, at 6.
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1973 Act to give the Board authority to establish minimum requirements for
the standards issued by individual departments pursuant to the Architectural
Barriers Act of 1968.38 The 1978 amendments allow the Board to bring civil ac-
tions in federal district court to enforce final orders of the Board. The Board
may also intervene either directly or as amicus in any civil action related to
board activities or to the 1968 Act. 39 The amendments empowered the Board to
ensure that waivers and standard modifications are based upon findings of fact
and are not inconsistent with the intent of the Act. 40 Finally, the Board was
restructured to include representatives of the Justice Department, the Depart-
ment of Defense, and the public; five of the eleven public representatives were
required to be handicapped. 41
These amendments will likely improve the effectiveness of the statute. The
restructuring of the Board will increase its awareness of the needs of handi-
capped persons. Because the Board now has authority to set design and con-
struction standards, those standards will likely become more rigorous.
Moreover, because the Board has authority to oversee the granting of waivers
and prevent the awarding of excessive exemptions, compliance with the stan-
dards should increase. The standards' effectiveness may also increase due to
the improved enforcement procedures established by the amendments. 42
Regulations have been promulgated by various federal agencies in an at-
tempt to implement the prov;-ions of the 1968 and 1973 Acts. The scope of the
federal effort can best be appreciated by examining the responsibilities of these
agencies.
In 1976, Executive Order 11,914 was issued 43 to create greater uniformity
among government agencies regarding regulations forbidding discrimination
against handicapped persons. The order directed the Secretary of HEW to
coordinate the implementation of section 504 of the 1973 Act by all federal
departments and agencies authorized to award federal financial support to any
program or activity. HEW has adopted regulations to carry out this order, 44
and the various agencies charged with extending financial aid have, in turn,
adopted regulations to effectuate section 504.45
For example, in 1979, HEW itself promulgated regulations prohibiting
discrimination against disabled persons in programs and activities receiving
federal funding through the department, 46 and requiring recipients of such
funds to take measures to ensure that their programs and activities are accessi-
ble to all handicapped persons. The regulations prescribe structural changes
only when there is no other feasible way to guarantee program availability. 47
38 See Rehabilitation, Comprehensive Services and Developmental Disabilities Amendments of 1978,
Pub. L. No. 95-602, S 118, 92 Stat. 2979, 2980 (1978).
39 Id. § 118(c)(5). See also U.S. DEP'T OF HEW, SUMMARY OF LEGISLATION RELATING TO THE HANDI-
CAPPED, 1977-78, at 6 (1979).
40 Pub. L. No. 95-602, § 118(b)(1), 92 Stat. 2979, 2980 (1978).
41 Id. § 118(a).
42 See ABA PROJECT, supra note 1, at 7.
43 Exec. Order No. 11,914, 41 Fed. Reg. 17,871 (1976).
44 45 C.F.R. § 85 (1979).
45 See U.S. DEP'T OF HEW, KEY FEDERAL REGULATIONS AFFECTING THE HANDICAPPED, 1977-78, at
64-69 (1979) [hereinafter cited as DEP'T OF HEW, KEY FEDERAL REGULATIONS].
46 See Nondiscrimination on the Basis of Handicap in Programs and Activities Receiving or Benefiting
from Federal Financial Assistance, 45 C.F.R. § 84 (1979). See also DEP'T OF HEW, KEY FEDERAL REGULA-
TIONS, supra note 45, at 62.
47 See 45 C.F.R. § 84.22 (1979).
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Other ways to accommodate the disabled include redesign of equipment,
reassignment of classes or services to accessible structures, and provision of
aids for disabled persons.4 8 The regulations dictate that any structural change
must meet ANSI standards49 unless a showing is made that adequate alter-
native access to the recipient's facilities exists. 50
Similar regulations proposed by the Department of Housing and Urban
Development (HUD) require generally that any HUD-funded project be total-
ly accessible to physically disabled persons. 5 1 The HUD regulations impose a
three-year time limit running from the regulations' effective date for structural
changes necessary to render existing facilities barrier-free. 52 Any such changes
must be made "to the maximum extent feasible.' '53 Exceptions are allowed
where providing accessibility for new buildings constructed with HUD funds
would be unreasonably burdensome.5 4
Other federal agencies have attempted to encourage accessibility in the
area of mass transportation and highway systems. The Department of
Transportation has proposed regulations prohibiting handicap-based
discrimination in federally-assisted transportation programs. 55 Generally,
these regulations require that airports, railroad facilities, roadside rest area
facilities 6 and mass transportation stations and other public station facilities be
rendered accessible in accordance with ANSI standards. 57
The federal government has acted to eliminate discrimination against
disabled persons in the context of its building and funding programs.
However, since most structures are unaffected by these programs, handi-
capped persons need additional protection.
B. State Activity
Individual states have filled some of the gaps left by federal legislation af-
fecting handicapped persons. However, the states vary considerably in the
measures they have taken to ensure full accessibility.
Two basic types of state legislation have been enacted to assist handi-
capped persons in asserting their right of access to various facilities.5 8 The first
type of statute is merely declaratory: it recognizes the rights of disabled in-
dividuals to employment and access to transportation, housing, and other
facilities.5 9 Courts generally have found that these statutes do not require
48 Analysis of Final Regulation, Appendix A, Subpart C, 45 C.F.R. 5 84 (1979). See also ABA PRojEC-r,
supra note 1, at 7-8.
49 See 45 C.F.R. § 84.23(b), (c) (1979).
50 Analysis of Final Regulation, Appendix A, Subpart C, 45 C.F.R. 5 84 (1979).
51 DEP'T OF HEW, KEY FEDERAL REGULATIONS, supra note 45, at 65.
52 43 Fed. Reg. 16,652, 16,654 (1978) (to be codified in 24 C.F.R. 8). HUD financial support reci-
pients classified as small providers may be exempted from this requirement.
53 Id. In determining whether an accessibility provision is feasible, a recipient may take into account
structural as well as financial feasibility.
54 Id. at 16,659.
55 49 C.F.R. § 27 (1979).
56 Id. §§ 27.71, 27.73, 27.75.
57 Id. § 27.81.
58 See ABA PROJECT, supra note 1, at 8.
59 See Note, Access to Buildings and Equal Employment Opportunity for the Disabled: Survey of State Statutes, 50
TEMP. L.Q. 1067 (1977).
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modification of existing facilities to accommodate disabled persons. 60
The second type of statute directly confronts the problems of mobility-
limited persons by prescribing steps to make new or existing structures accessi-
ble. These statutes usually establish governing bodies, design specifications,
and enforcement procedures. 61 However, the statutes vary widely in scope and
applicability-particularly in accessibility standards, criteria for obtaining
waivers, and enforcement mechanisms. 62
Some state environmental barrier acts include a general policy statement.
California's is typical:
It is the purpose of this chapter to insure that all buildings, structures,
sidewalks, curbs, and related facilities, constructed in this state by the use of
state, county, or municipal funds, or the funds of any political subdivision of
the state shall be accessible to and usable by the physically handicapped. 63
Such statements are most useful if an administrative agency is charged with
implementing the act but given no specific guidelines for carrying out its
responsibilities. 64
State architectural barrier statutes vary widely in scope of coverage. Most
explicitly apply solely to publicly funded facilities and buildings. 65 The remain-
ing statutes are often ambiguous as to whether they apply to publicly owned
buildings, privately owned buildings, or both.66 The rationale for not extend-
ing the statutes' coverage to privately owned buildings is that the costs of com-
pliance would usually be borne by the private owners. In contrast, modifica-
tion of public facilities is financed by the government and is, therefore,
politically more acceptable. 67
To date twenty-two states have taken the extra step of regulating struc-
tures built exclusively with private funds if the structures accommodate the
general public. 68 There is, however, considerable disparity among the state
60 See Marsh v. Edwards Theaters, Inc., 64 Cal. App. 3d 881, 134 Cal. Rptr. 844 (1976).
61 See ABA PROJECT, supra note 1, at 9 nn.91 & 92.
62 See Note, supra note 61, at 1069.
63 CAL. GOV'T CODE S 4450 (West 1980). Twenty-two other states take a similar approach. See ALA.
CODE § 21-4-1 (1977); ALASKA STAT. § 35.10.015 (1976); ARiz. REv. STAT. ANN. § 34-401 (1974); COLO.
REV. STAT. § 9-5-103 (1974); GA. CODE ANN. § 91-1104 (1980); HAWAII REV. STAT. 5 103-50 (1976); IDAHO
CODE § 39-3201 (1977); IOWA CODE ANN. § 104A.1 (Supp. 1980); KAN. STAT. ANN. § 58-1303 (1973); LA.
REV. STAT. ANN. § 49:148, 40:1731 (West 1977 & Supp. 1980); MICH. COMP. LAWS ANN. § 125.1351
(1976); MONT. REV. CODES ANN. § 69.2110 (Supp. 1977); NEB. REV. STAT. § 72-1102 (1976); NEV. REV.
STAT. § 338.180 (1979); N.H. REV. STAT. ANN. § 275-C:14 (Supp. 1979); OHIO REV. CODE ANN. §
3781.111 (Page 1980); OR. REV. STAT. § 447.220 (1977); R.I. GEN. LAWS § 37-17-2 (1977); TENN. CODE
ANN. § 53-2545 (1979); TEX. REV. CIV. STAT. ANN. art. 601b, § 7.01 (Vernon Supp. 1980); UTAH CODE
ANN. 5 26-27-2 (1976); W. VA. CODE § 18-1OF-1 (1977).
Three states include the goal of integrating handicapped persons into society in their statements of pur-
pose. See GA. CODE ANN. § 91-1104 (1980); LA. REV. STAT. ANN. § 40-1731 (West 1977); S.C. CODE 5
10-5-210 (1976).
Six states include the promotion of the safety and independence of handicapped persons in their state-
ment of purpose. See ILL. ANN. STAT. ch. 111, § 13 (Smith-Hurd 1977); LA. REV. STAT. ANN. § 40:1731
(West 1977); MD. ANN. CODE art. 78 A, § 51 (1975); MASS. GEN. LAWS ANN. ch. 22, § 13A (West Supp.
1978); S.C. CODE 5 10-5-210 (1976); TEx. REV. CiV. STAT. ANN. art. 601b, § 7.01 (Vernon Supp. 1980).
64 See ABA PROJECT, supra note I, at 9.
65 Id. at 19-26 (Chart II, Column I).
66 See Note, supra note 59, at 1069.
67 Id.
68 See ABA PROJECT, supra note 1, at 18-26 (Chart II, Column II).
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statutes regarding the scope of these provisions. 69 In many cases it is unclear
whether the term "public facilities" includes places of employment, business
establishments, and housing. ° Some statutes exempt certain structures from
their coverage. Most commonly exempted are one and two family dwellings,
storage areas, agricultural facilities, and buildings classified as hazardous oc-
cupancies.7 1
The statutes also vary in their applicability to buildings being constructed
or modified on the date of the statute's enactment. One commentator suggests
that, although accessibility should be presumed to be required whenever
goods, services, or employment are offered in new or existing structures, prac-
tical realities compel a balancing of this goal against the cost and feasibility of
making structures accessible. 72 Since it is cheaper to achieve accessibility dur-
ing initial construction than by subsequent modification, 73 it is not surprising
that almost all the statutes focus on buildings which had not begun to be con-
structed on the date of the statute's enactment. 74 Several statutes, however,
also require that accessibility features be included in buildings already under
construction on the date of the statute's enactment. 75
Most state statutes affect existing buildings only if the buildings are
enlarged76 or renovated. 77 The criteria vary for determining whether renova-
tions are of sufficient scope to require compliance with the statutory standard.
For example, while Maine's statute requires that the estimated cost of the
renovation exceed $100,000, 7 8 Missouri's barrier standards apply whenever
the repairs are funded in whole or in part by federal moneys. 79
Because accessible buildings are of little use to handicapped persons if ad-
jacent structural barriers cannot be overcome, many states have recognized the
need to enact statutes requiring accessibility features in surrounding facilities.
For example, thirty states have legislated provisions mandating curb cuts or
ramps at intersections. 0 However, most of these statutes require such
modifications only when other structural work is undertaken, 81 and conse-
quently fail to ensure that existing structures are truly accessible to disabled
persons.8 2
An especially important provision of any architectural barrier statute is
the provision setting forth design and construction standards. Although there
are no universal guidelines for constructing accessible buildings, the standards
69 Compare NEB. REv. STAT. 5 72-1101 (1976) and R.I. GEN. LAWS § 37-17-1 (1977) (cover all buildings
open to public use), with LA. REv. STAT. ANN. 5 49:148.3 (Supp. 1980) and UTAH CODE ANN. S 26-27-1
(1976 & Supp. 1977) (encourage private owners to modify their buildings).
70 See Note, supra note 59, at 1071.
71 See ABA PROJECT, supra note 1, at 18-26 (Chart II, Column II). Hazardous occupancies are those
buildings having inherent characteristics that constitute fire hazards. See, e.g., N.J. STAT. ANN. § 52:32-6
(West Supp. 1980).
72 See Note, supra note 59, at 1071.
73 See U.S. DEP'T OF HUD, THE ESTIMATED COST OF ACCESSIBLE BUILDINGS 141 (April, 1979). See also
discussion accompanying notes 133-35, infra.
74 See ABA PROJECT, supra note 1, at 31-35 (Chart IV, Column III).
75 See id. at 31-35 (Chart IV, Column II).
76 Many of the statutes specifically refer to additions. See id. at 31-34 (Chart IV, Column V).
77 See id. at 31-35 (Chart IV, Column IV).
78 See ME. REV. STAT. ANN., tit. 25, § 2703.4 (Supp. 1980).
79 See Mo. ANN. STAT. § 8.623 (Vernon Supp. 1979).
80 See ABA PROJECT, supra note 1, at 10.
81 See id.
82 See Note, supra note 59, at 1073.
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promulgated by ANSI, in 1961, have gained the greatest national
recognition. 83 These standards furnish minimum design criteria for sixteen dif-
ferent aspects of building construction, including doors and doorways,
restrooms, parking lots, and grading.a4 The ANSI standards have been wholly
or partially adopted in about half the states.8 5 Most of these states' statutes con-
tain "automatic revision" provisions, which ensure that the statutes conform
to subsequent changes in the ANSI standards. 86 This approach has the advan-
tage of increasing uniformity in the design and construction standards of the
various statutes.
To provide greater flexibility in meeting changing needs and technological
advancements, about half the state statutes delegate standard-making authori-
ty to an administrative agency. Most of these statutes merely refer the agencies
to the ANSI standards or to another state's code for guidance.8 7 This approach
encourages uniformity of implementation procedures but does require a state
to wait for ANSI revisions before adapting to different circumstances. 88
Some believe that to ensure full accessibility and maximum use of barrier-
free facilities, such facilities must be readily identifiable.8 9 To this end, four-
teen states require signs marking accessible facilities. 90
No statute enacted to eliminate architectural barriers will succeed unless it
establishes a workable administrative system. Forty-five state statutes contain
provisions identifying supervisory persons or agencies and detailing their
responsibilities. 91 However, most of these provisions allocate responsibilities in
piecemeal fashion. Thus, a state official or agency will have supervisory duties
if a given project is state sponsored. These supervisory duties generally include
developing design standards, promulgating regulations, supervising construc-
tion, and granting waivers. 92 If the project is local, local officials will probably
be charged with administrative responsibilities.9 3 A sizeable minority of states
assign the task of implementing the statute to a single agency already having
other duties. 94
The best approach is perhaps that taken by states establishing special
supervisory boards. 95 Such a board can acquire expertise in interpreting and
enforcing architectural barrier statutes, expertise not obtainable when super-
visory authority is more dispersed. 96 Further, a special board may include
disabled members. 97 This approach not only allows disabled persons to par-
83 See ABA PROJECT, supra note 1, at 11.
84 ANSI A117.1-1961 (R1971), supra note 18.
85 See ABA PROJECT, supra note 1, at 11, 36-39 (Chart V, Columns I and II).
86 Id. at 11.
87 Id. at 36-39 (Chart V, Columns I and II).
88 See Note, supra note 59, at 1075-76.
89 See ABA PROJECT, supra note I, at 11. One disadvantage of using an "accessible" symbol is that the
symbol tends to brand the facility as being "for handicapped only" and discourage use by persons who do
not require, but could benefit from, accessible design.
90 Id.
91 Id. at 12.
92 Id.
93 Id.
94 Id. at 44-53 (Chart VII, Column I).
95 Massachusetts, Michigan, New Hampshire, South Carolina, and Vermont have established such
boards. Id.
96 See Note, supra note 59, at 1078.
97 See ABA PROJECT, supra note 1, at 44-53 (Chart VII, Column III).
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ticipate in decisions of vital importance to them but also provides society with
the special expertise that only disabled persons possess.18
Regardless of the specificity and inclusiveness of architectural barrier
statutes, their effectiveness may be restricted by exceptions and waiver provi-
sions. Waivers may be necessary where compliance is unduly burdensome, 99
but if waivers are too easily obtained many facilities will escape proper
modification. One solution is to establish guidelines for determining whether
the hardship imposed by accessibility is sufficient to justify an exemption. 0 0
At present, seventeen states totally exempt some buildings from architec-
tural barrier statutes. These exemptions are granted by an administrative
agency if the agency finds the desired structural changes to be impracticable.10 1
An equal number of states allow individual design standards to be waived,
while fifteen states make no provisions for waiver. 0 2 In these latter states,
however, it must be assumed that the enforcement agencies effectively grant
waivers and exemptions by simply not enforcing the statutes' standards.
Establishing administrative guidelines for granting exemptions and waivers
would provide some control over what might otherwise become a wholesale
undermining of architectural barrier legislation.
Perhaps the most important provision in architectural barrier statutes is
that setting forth enforcement mechanisms. 0 3 Compliance by public and
private builders with the requirements of these statutes has been poor. 0 4
Statutory enforcement provisions vary, 10 5 and legislatures should consider the
effectiveness of each.
Some enforcement provisions simply delegate authority to a state or
municipal agency. State agencies having enforcement power might include the
agency contracting for construction of the project, the building code council,
the department of commerce, the board of education or even the fire
marshall. 10 6 On the local level, authority is usually delegated to building of-
ficials or the agency supervising construction.1 0 7
Twenty-eight state statutes provide enforcement agencies with specific
authority to achieve compliance. 0 8 These statutes empower the agencies to ex-
amine buildings and investigate noncompliance; 10 9 such noncompliance is
generally punished as a misdemeanor." 0 In some states the agencies may ob-
tain injunctions if ongoing construction fails to meet statutory design specifica-
tions."'
98 See Note, supra note 59, at 1078.
99 Cf City of Bakersfield v. Miller, 64 Cal. 2d 120, 410 P.2d 393, 48 Cal. Rptr. 869 (where compliance
with local building codes was financially burdensome, the cost to the owner would be balanced against the
public health or safety interests protected in deciding whether a waiver was appropriate), cert. denied, 384
U.S. 988 (1966).
100 See Note, supra note 59, at 1076.
101 See ABA PROJECT, supra note 1, at 40-43 (Chart VI, Column II).
102 Id.
103 See Note, supra note 59, at 1077.
104 See ABA PROJECT, supra note 1, at 12.
105 See, Note supra note 59, at 1077-78.
106 See ABA PROJECT, supra note 1, at 54-57 (Chart VIII, Column I).
107 Id. at 54-57 (Chart VII, Column II).
108 Id. at 58-60 (Chart IX).
109 Id. at 58-60 (Chart IX, Column I).
110 Id. at 58-60 (Chart IX, Column IV).
111 Id. at 58-60 (Chart IX, Column III).
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The statutory enforcement provisions have not proved a panacea.
Builders have often been unwilling to live within the spirit of the law'1 2 for fear
of increasing construction costs. Since many disabled persons are poor,
unemployed, and without organizational support, they have been unable to
amass sufficient pressure to force compliance. 113 Private citizens should be
allowed to obtain compliance 1 4 and recover damages 1 5 for statutory viola-
tions.
Although remedies for noncompliance exist, several obstacles must be
overcome before architectural barrier statutes will be truly effective. One such
obstacle is the fear that the cost of construction or renovation necessary to com-
ply with the statutes is prohibitive."t 6 Some jurisdictions seek to reduce this cost
by providing tax deductions for the cost of renovating buildings" 7 or tax credits
for multi-family dwellings which conform to building code
recommendations.1 1 8 Such tax incentives may prove effective in inducing
private citizens to eliminate architectural barriers in their buildings." 9
All states today recognize the need of physically disabled persons to par-
ticipate more fully in society. Nevertheless, many state architectural barrier
statutes are vague, under-inclusive, or unenforced. These failings often
preclude physically disabled persons' integration into society. Legislators need
to become more sensitive to the benefits of accessible housing to all segments of
society.
C. Municipal Activity
Although it is difficult to determine the extent of local involvement 20 it is
clear that municipalities require varying degrees of accessibility. Some cities
are required by state law to follow a particular model code, while others use the
state-endorsed building code as a starting point from which to fashion more ex-
tensive regulations.' 2'
A city may encourage barrier-free design by adopting one of four national
model codes which include accessibility provisions. The Uniform Building
Code, the Basic Building Code, and the Southern Standard Building Code
have specific chapters on barrier-free design; the National Building Code sim-
ply refers to ANSI Al 17.1 standards. 22 However, because building codes are
112 See Achtenberg, supra note 22, at 855-86.
113 Id. at 857.
114 See Wis. STAT. ANN. S 101.13(6)(g)(West Supp. 1980).
115 See Note, supra note 59, at 1078.
116 See Achtenberg, supra note 22, at 856. See generally text accompanying notes 130-32 infra.
117 See OR. REV. STAT. 5316.150 (1979).
118 See N.C. GEN STAT. 5 105-151.1 (1977).
119 See generally text accompanying notes 203-15 infra.
120 For excerpts from some local ordinances, see OHIO GOVERNOR'S COMM. ON EMPLOYMENT OF THE
HANDICAPPED & SCHOOLEY CORNELIUS Assoc., ACCESS FOR ALL 181-87 (1977).
121 7 E. MCQUILLIN, THE LAW OF MUNICIPAL CORPORATIONS 518, 521 (3d ed. 1968). See, e.g., City of
Bakersfield v. Miller, 64 Cal. 2d 93, 410 P.2d 393, 48 Cal. Rptr. 889 (1966) (Uniform Building Code); City
of Hazard v. Collins, 304 Ky. 379, 200 S.W.2d 933 (1947) (Southern Standard Building Code); Association
of Employing Plumbing Contractors v. Harnold, 84 Misc. 2d 990, 378 N.Y.S.2d 241 (1975) (option of
adopting state code). See generally D. HAGMAN, URBAN PLANNING AND LAND DEVELOPMENT CONTROL LAW S
153 (1975).
122 See E. MCQUILLIN, supra note 121, at 523. The 1961 ANSI A117.1 standards differ from the stan-
dards of the three model codes which do not merely refer to ANSI in that the model codes' standards are
more comprehensive, often applying specific dimensions to the ANSI performance criteria. Id. at 527.
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intended to foster sound buildings, rather than accessibility, their coverage is
often narrow.123 To be effective, architectural barrier legislation must emerge
from the maze of general building standards and catch the attention of ar-
chitects, builders, and the general public directly.
D. Summay
Governments at all levels have recognized the problems which the built
environment presents to physically handicapped persons and have taken steps
to alleviate those problems. Nevertheless, many environmental barriers re-
main. Although the federal government gave formal recognition to the needs of
disabled persons with the Architectural Barriers Act of 1968, that Act's re-
quirements apply only to federally-related buildings and programs. State ar-
chitectural barrier statutes have similarly proved inadequate. Although most of
these statutes prescribe design standards and include some form of ad-
ministrative system, there is considerable divergence in their applicability,
waiver guidelines, and enforcement provisions. The state statutes' most
notable drawback is their failure to regulate privately owned buildings. Finally,
although model building codes are available to municipalities, their primary
focus is to ensure structural integrity rather than accessibility, and their
coverage is consequently narrow.
II. Agents Of Change
Despite the efforts of governments at all levels, accessible housing is not
yet a reality in the United States. There are, however, several approaches
available to make such housing a reality.
The ANSI A117.1 standards, which have been thoroughly revised after
years of study, 124 should significantly boost the movement to eliminate en-
vironmental barriers. These standards should attract the attention and respect
of architects, builders, government officials, and consumers. Since the stan-
dards have been expanded to cover housing,125 a refusal to extend accessibility
requirements to housing can no longer be excused by the unavailability of
uniform, recognized standards. The ANSI standards endorse the concept of
adaptability in housing. 126 This concept recognizes that because an accessible
home means different things to different people, not all features in a home need
be mandated from the start. For example, a wheelchair-bound individual
benefits greatly from legroom under a bathroom sink, yet such legroom is in-
consequential to non-handicapped persons. Thus, the ANSI standards for
dwellings mandate not that legroom be provided under sinks, but that cabinets
installed under sinks be removable so as to provide necessary clearances.12 7
Similarly, the ANSI standards require not that grab bars be installed on walls,
123 See Barrier-Free Design Specialist Discusses His Work, 3 AMicus, July-Aug., 1978, at 26 (interview with
William Ripley) [hereinafter cited as Design Specialist].
124 ANSI A117.1-1980, supra note 19, Foreword.
125 Id.
126 Id. at 4.34.3. For discussions of adaptable design, see S. KLIMENT, supra note 10, at 14 (1975);
Thompson & Noakes, Housing? Or Housing Options, 38 REHABILITATION LITERATURE 106, 108 (1977).
127 ANSI A117.1-1980, supra note 19, at 4.34.5.3(2).
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but that walls be structurally reinforced so that such bars can be added later.1 28
To complement the adaptability approach, the standards require that con-
sumers of accessible units be given information such as how to remove cabinets
and where walls are reinforced.1 29 An adaptable home should be attractive to
buyers or renters not presently needing all accessibility features, since it allows
the occupier to avoid the cost of features not presently needed while preserving
the flexibility to make any changes which become necessary.
The cost of accessible housing is relevant to both the builder seeking prof-
its and the person seeking accessibility.130 It is generally agreed that the least
expensive and most aesthetically pleasing way to make buildings accessible is to
design them that way originally. The increased cost of meeting accessibility
design standards in original construction is generally estimated to be under one
percent of total construction costs. Some estimates run as low as 1 percent.' 3'
Some of the divergence in estimates likely results from different views of what
constitutes an "accessible" facility. In any event, increased costs are not so
great as to be a major impediment to the development of accessible housing.
Moreover, these costs should decrease as the market in adaptive devices ex-
pands and new product lines are introduced. 32
Although buyers of barrier-free homes would pay more than buyers of
conventional homes, they would also get better products. Homes, the location
of accidents which annually injure some twenty-two million 33 persons and per-
manently impair some 120,000,134 would be safer places if barrier-free. A
variety of features essential to disabled persons, such as windows which can be
washed safely from the inside, would benefit able-bodied as well as handi-
capped persons. 135 The safety and convenience of such features should easily
outweigh their cost.
Once an environment is built to be inaccessible, changes are difficult to
implement. Increased accessibility is most likely to occur in new developments,
where the factors of cost and inertia are less significant. Developers are thus
prime targets for the efforts of those interested in expanding the availability of
barrier-free housing. Increasing developers' awareness of the importance of ac-
cessibility is a major task. One designer of barrier-free homes has observed:
128 Id. at 4.34.5.2(3), 4.34.5.4(3), 4.34.5.5(3).
129 Id. at 4.34.4.
130 One specialist sees cost as secondary to the essential business of design consultants. The consultant's
job is 'first to insure functional convenient access . . . and second to use every proven solution he or she
knows to reduce the cost of good access to the client." Design Specialist, supra note 123, at 28.
131 See S. KLIMENT, supra note 10, at 13-14 (1975); Schalter, Removing the Hidden Barriers to Accessibility, 3
AMICus, July-Aug., 1978, at 45. Studies done for HUD indicate that the cost increase for multi-family pro-
jects would range from less than 1 % (if 10% of the apartments are accessible) to as high as 5% (ifall apart-
ments are accessible). The accuracy of the estimates is reduced in the higher ranges. HousING NEEDS, supra
note 11, at 104, 105 (Figure 1).
132 See Schalter, supra note 3, at 45. Once the building is designed correctly (e.g. with sufficiently wide
doorways), adaptation to make apartments usable by disabled persons consists largely of installing such fix-
tures as grab bars. Costs of such adjustments in 1978 were estimated at $200 to $250. See Anderson, Challenge
of Meeting Housing Needs of the Handicapped is Increasing, BUILDER, July 3, 1978, at 53-54.
As noted earlier, the 1980 ANSI standard embraces adaptability as applied to bathrooms and kitchens.
ANSI.A117.1-1980, supra note 21, at §§ 4.34.5-6.
133 Neutra & McFarland, Accident Epidemiology and the Design of the Residential Environment, 14 HUMAN FAc-
TORS 405, 409 (1972).
134 Lauder, The Goal is MOBILITY! REHAB. REC., Sept.-Oct., 1969, at 8, 9.
135 Id. See E. GUTMAN, WHEELCHAIR TO INDEPENDENCE 81 (1968).
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Few private contractors have been shown that barrier-free design is an
economically essential ingredient for the development of all new housing proj-
ects ... that all people have some form of disability and that the 'average per-
son' for whom he is currently building, represents a rather small
market-both in terms of actual people and . . . in terms of actual dollars
available to buy or rent his product .... I have yet to work with a private con-
tractor who, when once presented with the facts, does not see it our way. 136
Alternative ways of involving developers in the reform process are available
both to government and to the private sector.
A. Governmental Options
In addition to relying on education and the free market, accessibility ad-
vocates should consider a variety of governmental approaches to encouraging
or requiring developers to build barrier-free homes. Among these approaches
are the use of regulation, land use devices, and tax incentives.
1. Regulation: The ABA Model Act
Because many existing environmental barrier statutes are of limited effec-
tiveness,1 37 the Developmental Disabilities State Legislative Project of the
American Bar Association's Commission on the Mentally Disabled recently
drafted a model Environmental Design Act. 31 If adopted by the states, the Act
would provide a uniform barrier-free environment and thereby promote
equality and normalcy for physically handicapped persons.139 The Act's
coverage is broad: it includes publicly owned facilities, privately owned public
facilities, and some housing.140 The Act provides both minimum standards of
accessibility and well-defined mechanisms for implementing those standards.
In contrast to most existing legislation, 141 the model Act takes A total en-
vironmental design approach rather than the more traditional structural ap-
proach. The Act speaks of "environmental" instead of "architectural" bar-
riers142 and views "environmentally limited" persons as those for whom en-
vironments should be changed instead of as those who should be changed to fit
existing environments.143 This approach would lead, for example, to increased
use of landscaping to provide access and decreased use of ramps added onto
traditionally designed buildings. The model Act declares its purpose to be:
136 Design Specialist, supra note 123, at 28-30.
The increased emphasis given barrier-free design on the American Institute of Architects' certification
exam should help create a "new breed" of designersand builders. See id. at 27.
137 ABA PROJECT, supra note 1, at 63.
138 See ABA PROJECT, supra note I. In addition, Professor Alan J. Farber has drafted a more limited
Uniform Barrier Free Design Act, available from The President's Committee on Employment of the Han-
dicapped. See also LEGAL RESEARCH AND SERVICES FOR THE ELDERLY, A HANDBOOK OF MODEL STATE
STATUTES 3-10 (1971).
139 See Note, The Forgotten Minority: The Physically Disabled and Improving Their Physical Environment, 48 CHI-
KENT L. REV. 215, 229 (1971).
140 ABA PROJECT, supra note 1, at 68-69 (§ 3(2),(4),(5)).
141 See text accompanying notes 22-123 supra.
142 See ABA PROJECT, supra note 1, at 69 (Comment-to § 3(8)).
143 Id. at 69 (Comment to § 3(6)). A similar approach is taken by the HUD REVIEW OF LITERATURE,
supra note 1, at 74-96, which presents an integrated image of the disabled population in the form of an
ideogram called the "Enabler."
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to integrate environmentally limited persons into the mainstream of society, to
eliminate accommodations for environmentally limited persons separate from
those used by other persons when possible, and to enable members of society
to interact with the built environment with maximum safety and in-
dependence and at each person's full potential by providing for the establish-
ment and implementation of standards for the elimination of environmental
barriers to such integration and interaction.144
Rather than treating environmentally limited persons as somehow "special,"
the Act seeks to create a built environment which allows such persons to be in-
tegrated into society as a matter of course.
The model Act distinguishes between publicly and privately owned
facilities: within its scope are both currently existing and planned publicly
owned facilities, but only new construction of privately owned facilities. 45 The
rationale for this distinction is that facilities built with public funds should be
subject to stricter accessibility standards than facilities owned by private in-
dividuals.146 The Act differs from most existing state statutes in that it applies
to new housing developments of single or two-family dwellings offered for sale
or rent to the public.' 47 The Act recognizes that the best and least expensive
way to obtain accessible private housing is to focus upon developers of new
housing.
The model Act would create an Environmental Design Board evidently
patterned after the federal Architectural and Transportation Barriers Com-
pliance Board 4 8 established pursuant to the Architectural Barriers Act of
1968. ' 4 9 Both Boards are charged with implementing their respective acts, and
both are given investigative, evaluative, and reporting functions. However, the
model Act's Board has responsibilities and advantages not present in its federal
counterpart. First, the model Act's Board is composed of members whose
backgrounds are diverse and who all have an interest in or familiarity with the
problems of built environment modification. 50 Such membership should pro-
vide for more effective and informed input' 5 1 than that generated by the federal
Board, which is dominated by agency heads. 52 Second, the authority granted
the model Act's Board, unlike that of the federal Board, 53 extends to
policymaking, standard-setting, rule-making, and waiver-granting. 1 4 By com-
bining responsibility for policymaking and implementation in one entity, the
model Act facilitates coordination of both responsibilities. 55 Other duties of the
model Act's Board include receiving complaints of alleged violations, 56
144 ABA PROJECT, supra note 1, at 67 (5 2(2)).
145 Alterations to existing facilities are considered new construction if their cost exceeds five percent of
the market value of the facility. See id. 5 3(13).
146 Id. at 68 (Comment to § 3(4)).
147 Id. at 68-69 (§ 5 and Comment).
148 See 29 U.S.C. § 792 (1976) and text accompanying notes 32-42 supra.
149 See 42 U.S.C. §§ 4141-56 (1976).
150 ABA PROJECT, supra note 1, at 71 (§ 4(2)).
151 See BARRIER-FREE DESIGN, REPORT OF A UNITED NATIONS EXPERT GROUP MEETING 29 (S. Hammer-
man & B. Duncan ed. 1975); Remmes, Accessible Housing for Boston's Disabled, REHAB. REC., Nov.-Dec.,
1972, at 24; Remmes, Consumer Involvement in Rehabilitation, REHAB. REC., July-Aug., 1972, at 33.
152 See 29 U.S.C. § 792(A) (1976).
153 See 29 U.S.C. § 792 (1976).
154 ABA PROJECT, supra note 1, at 70.
155 See id. at 71.
156 Id. at 73 (§ 5(7)).
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holding hearings, 157 maintaining records of the extent of facilities' compliance
with the Act,15 8 and appointing a secretary. 5 9
The Board Secretary is given primary responsibility for directing Board
programs. Thus, the Secretary has authority to grant or deny construction per-
mits after reviewing plans submitted to the Board.1 60 For example, a developer
seeking to create a subdivision of ten or more units must submit plans to the
Secretary.1 61 The Secretary also has authority to investigate complaints, in-
spect facilities,1 62 and order compliance.1 63 The Act accords prosecutorial func-
tions to the Secretary and judicial functions to the Board so as to avoid having
the same entity act as prosecutor, judge, and jury. 164
The heart of the model Act is the set of environmental design standards to
be adopted by the Board. The Act requires that the Board's standards be at
least as stringent as those of ANSI, 165 and delineates guiding principles for the
Board to follow when deviating from the ANSI minimum. 166 At the time the
Act was drafted, the ANSI standards had gone unrevised for almost twenty
years, and the Act's drafters perceived a need for flexibility to deviate from
what might become outmoded standards. 167 Since the ANSI standards have
recently been thoroughly reworked1 68 to reflect the modern approach to ar-
chitectural barriers, the new standards would no doubt dominate any approach
a state board would adopt. However, the Board's authority to deviate from the
ANSI standards preserves its ability to respond quickly to technological and
societal developments.
In addition to covering facilities used by the public, the drafters of the
model Act took the bold step of requiring accessibility in some single family or
two family detached or semi-detached housing available for sale to the
public.1 69 Taking cost into consideration, the Act subjects to its strictures only
housing developments of ten units or more, arnd requires only ten percent of
157 Id. at 73 (S 5(8)).
158 Id. at 74 (9 5(11)).
159 Id. at 72-73 (5 5(2) and Comment).
160 Id. at 75 (5 6(3)(A),(B)). The Board retains authority to order the Secretary to change his or her in-
terpretation of Board rules or standards. See id. at 75 (S 6(4) and Comment).
161 See id. at 78 (§ 8(2)(C)), 81 (S 10(1)). The Board may delegate review authority to local agencies. See
id. at 84-86 (5 12).
162 Id. at 75 (S 6(4)(A),(B)). In conducting inspections or investigations, the Secretary is empowered to
enter any public or private property except private dwellings. Id. at 76 (S 7). However, because publicly
available housing must be inspected and certified while still in the developer's hands, there should be little
need for inspecting housing in private hands. See id. at 82 (S10(4)). If the Secretary is refused admittance, he
or she may apply for an administrative search warrant. See id. at 76 (§ 7(2)). See generally, Marshall v.
Barlow's, Inc., 436 U.S. 307 (1978); Camara v. Municipal Court, 387 U.S. 523 (1967); See v. City of Seat-
tle, 387 U.S. 541 (1967).
163 ABA PROJECT, supra note 1, at 75 (5 6(4)).
164 Id. (Comment to S 6(4)).
165 Id. at 77 (5 8(1)).
166 Id. When adopting environmental design standards, the Board must look not only to ANSI stan-
dards but also to pertinent design manuals, federal guidelines, current literature, safety standards, and en-
vironmental impact statements. Id. The Board might also consult standards adopted in Western European
countries. See ACCESSIBILITY OF BUILDINGS TO HANDICAPPED PERSONS (1974) (published by the Nordic Com-
mittee on Building Regulations (NKB), ajoint committee for the national building authorities of Denmark,
Finland, Iceland, Norway, and Sweden); NATIONAL BLnO. AGENCY, DANISN MINISTRY OF HOUSING,
BUILDING REGULATIONS (1977).
167 ABA PROJECT, supra note 1, at 77 (Comment to 5 8(1)).
168 See ANSI A117.1-1980, supra note 19, Foreword.
169 ABA PROJECT, supra note 1, at 78 (5 8(2)). See id. at 68-69 (S 3(2),(4),(5)). The Act also requires ac-
cessibility in apartment buildings. Id. at 78 (5 8(2)(a)). See id. at 68 (5 3(2)(a)).
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these units to be accessible.17 0 Employing the adaptability approach 17' of the
revised ANSI standard, the Act encourages the development of new housing
which is accessible but unburdened by features benefiting only a few.
The model Act seeks to ensure compliance with its standards by requiring
builders to obtain written permits from the Board prior to beginning construc-
tion.172 Such pre-construction review, when combined with post-construction
inspection, 73 should more effectively achieve compliance than would penalties
imposed after construction has begun. 1 74 Post-construction inspection will be
undertaken by the Board's Secretary who will issue certificates of compliance
when appropriate.1 75
AlthoVgh the Board may delegate to state and local agencies authority to
review construction plans and issue permits, 176 only the Board may grant
variances or exceptions to its standards. 177 This approach preserves the integri-
ty of the Board's standards. 78 Exemptions or variances may be granted only
after proper application by the person undertaking construction, 1 79 investiga-
tion by the Secretary,' 8 ° and completion of a public hearing. 18 1
"Interested persons" are authorized to enforce the model Act in private
civil actions against owners, owners' agents, or lessees in possession of public
facilities. 182 Such suits are intended to supplement the Secretary's enforcement
efforts and to keep both the regulators and the regulated aware of their respon-
sibilities. 183
The model Act is a major contribution to the cause of eliminating en-
vironmental barriers. It establishes a state-wide Board with sufficient authority
to accomplish accessibility, yet allows local governmental units to help enforce
its provisions. By requiring permits, the Act involves builders from. the start
and thus eliminates barriers before they are, literally, set in concrete. The Act
170 Id. at 78 § 8(2)(b). The Act establishes no standard for measuring what constitutes 10% "of the
housing." Presumably, compliance is to be measured by the percentage of units, regardless of their size. It
is questionable whether 10% of new housing in larger developments is enough. See Thompson & Noakes,
Housing? Or Housing Options? 38 REHABILITATION LITERATURE 106, 109 (1977).
171 See text accompanying notes 129-32 supra.
172 ABA PROJECT, supra note 1, at 81 (5 10(1) and Comment).
173 Id. at 76 (§ 7).
174 Id. at 81 (5 10(1)). The Board may waive pre-construction review in cases of, e.g., sidewalks and
parking lots. Id. (Comment to § 10(1)). Such facilities are, of course, still subject to the Act's standards.
175 Id. at 82 (510(4)).
176 Id. at 83 (10(6) and Comment). See id. at 85 (§ 12(11)). The Secretary is required to review the work
of the agencies to whom authority is delegated and may, after a hearing, suspend or revoke an agency's
authority upon a finding of inadequate performance. Id. at 86 (§ 13(1)).
177 Id. at § 11(4). Variances or exceptions are available in two circumstances: (1) when an acceptable
alternative is provided in lieu of a standard or (2) when the cost of complying with all standards exceeds a
designated percentage of the total cost of construction. Id. Although the statute does not specify a percen-
tage, the comment suggests 5%. Id. (Comment to § 11 (4)).
The statute apparently does not allow exemptions or variances for publicly available housing (i.e.,
housing developments). See id. at 83 (§ 11(1)); id. at 68-69 (§ 3(2), (5)). According to the principal drafter of
the Act, "This appears to be an oversight. Subsection I 1(1) should read, 'if any person undertaking the con-
struction or alterations of any public facility or publicly available housing determines ....... "Letter from
D. Matthew Powell to Roger W. Andersen (Dec. 4, 1979).
178 See id. at 86 (Comment to § 12(4)).
179 Id. at 83 (5 11(1)).
180 Id. at 83(5 11(2)).
181 Id. at 83 (5 11(3)). Judicial review is provided under § 11(7) and § 15. Id. at 84, 89.
182 Id. at 91 (§ 16(9)). Since private housing developments ("publicly available housing") are not public
facilities under the Act, the citizen suit provisions do not apply to them. See id. at 68-69 (§ 3(2),(5)). This
limitation avoids the prospect of a homeowner being sued because his or her developer violated the Act, but
unfortunately precludes private citizens from suing the developers.
183 See id. at 91 (Comment to § 16(9)).
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also focuses attention on private housing, a critical and largely ignored area.
Any proposal for such enormous change is bound to engender significant
political opposition, especially from builders and local officials. However, a
statute as carefully conceived and drafted as the model Act should weather the
inevitable attacks.1 84
2. Regulation: Land Use Planning
Advocates of barrier-free architecture in states choosing not to adopt a
comprehensive environmental barriers act like the ABA model Act should seek
to integrate accessibility standards into land use control devices.1 8 5 Subdivision
control legislation, incentive zoning, "and land banking could be used to en-
courage developers to build accessible housing. In this way, techniques already
familiar to local officials can be used to increase the availability of accessible
housing.
Developers often must meet various requirements, such as requirements
for minimum lot size and "setbacks" from lot boundaries, before obtaining
building permits or subdivision approval.1 8 6 Many localities go beyond merely
regulating the type and shape of developments to require developers as a condi-
tion of subdivision approval to dedicate streets to public use187 and even to pro-
vide parkland and other public facilities.1 88 Subdivision approval is sometimes
conditioned upon the development being designed to further the public
welfare. 189
Analogizing to other subdivision regulations, local officials could condi-
tion approval of a development upon the builder's providing a fixed percentage
of new housing which meets accessibility standards. Residents of new
184 One question which the statute does not explicitly address is how a particular state's "home rule"
doctrine might affect the applicability of the Board's rules. Since the constitutions of 40 states make some
provision for home rule, the omission is significant.
Home rule allows local governments to avoid the impact of state-wide legislation, seegenerally Sandalow,
The Limits of Municipal Power Under Home Rule: A Role for the Courts, 48 MINN. L. Rav. 643 (1964), and can
consequently play havoc with attempts by states to encourage the development of low income housing. See
Simmons, Home Rule and Exclusionary Zoning: An Impediment to Low and Moderate Income Housing, 33 OHIO ST.
LJ. 621 (1972). Opponents of accessibility requirements will likely use home rule to support their position.
For a discussion of how to draft legislation avoiding such problems, see Hopperton, A State Legislative Strategy
for Ending Exclusionary Zoning of Community Homes, 19 URa. L. ANN. 701 (1980).
185 Modifying the ABA proposal to fit local conditions and establishing a local Environmental Design
Board is another alternative.
186 See generally 6 G. ROHAN, ZONING AND LAND USE CONTROLS §5 42.03, 42.04 (1978); Annot. 93
A.L.R.2d 1223 (1964).
187 See, e.g., Ayres v. City Council, 34, Cal. 2d 31, 207 P.2d 1 (1949); Allen v. Stockwell, 210 Mich. 488,
178 N.W. 27 (1920). See generally 11 E. McQUILLIN, MUNICIPAL CORPORATIONS § 30.156 (3d ed. 1977).
188 See, e.g., Associated Home Builders of the Greater East Bay, Inc., v. City of Walnut Creek, 4 Cal. 3d
633, 484 P.2d 606, 94 Cal. Rptr. 630, appeal dismissed, 404 U.S. 878 (1971); Aunt Hack Ridge Estates, Inc.
v. Planning Comm'n, 160 Conn. 109, 273 A.2d 880 (1970); Collis v. City of Bloomington, 310 Minn. 5,
246 N.W.2d 19 (1976);Jordan v. Village of Menomonee Falls, 28 Wis. 2d 608, 137 N.W. 2d 442 (1965), ap-
peal dismissed, 385 U.S. 4 (1966). But see Rosen v. Village of Downer's Grove, 19 Ill. 2d 448, 167 N.E.2d 230
(1960); Haugen v. Gleason, 226 Or. 99, 359 P.2d 108 (1961). See generally Johnston, Constitutionality of Sub-
division Control Exactions: The Quest for a Rationale, 52 CORNELL L.Q. 871 (1967); Annot. 43 A.L.R.3d 862
(1972).
189 Cf Ayres v. City Council, 34 Cal. 2d 31, 207 P.2d 1 (1949) (developer required to dedicate a strip of
land-bordering a street although there was no direct access from his subdivision to the street). Some jurisdic-
tions tie dedication requirements more closely to the particular subdivision and require that the need for
dedicated facilities be "specifically and uniquely attributable" to the subdivision. See Pioneer Trust & Sav.
Bank v. Village of Mt. Prospect, 22 Ill. 2d 375, 176 N.E. 2d 799 (1961). Since each new subdivision brings
new inaccessible homes into the community, requirements regarding homes in a new subdivision would
seem to be "specifically and uniquely attributable" to the problems otherwise caused by that subdivision.
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developments would benefit from accessible housing just as they benefit from
the availability of parks. Because ANSI standards covering housing are now
available, 190 local officials responsible for subdivision approval should not have
difficulty deciding what housing is "accessible."
Although developers should have the flexibility to locate accessible homes
so as to take advantage of a development's topography, topography should not
be the sole consideration in locating such homes. Because routes between ac-
cessible homes and the rest of the community will not always be barrier-free,
those homes should be located near stores and schools. However, convenience
to disabled residents should be balanced against the goal of integrating accessi-
ble housing, and thus disabled persons, throughout the community.
Besides being subject to various dedication requirements, developers,
especially in urban areas, are often affected by "incentive" zoning. Under in-
centive zoning, developers receive bonuses (such as the right to increase the
density of a development' 9" or to increase the density of other land 92) for pro-
viding amenities the community considers desirable. 93 Those amenities could
include accessible housing. Thus, a developer could receive a bonus for in-
creasing over a required minimum 94 the ratio of accessible to non-accessible
dwellings.
Creative use of land banking is another option. Generally, land banking
refers to a public entity's acquisition of large tracts of land prior to urban ex-
pansion. The public entity holds these tracts for a period during which they can
be reparceled and prepared for development. This direct governmental role is
intended to result in more orderly land use development. Although land bank-
ing has not yet gained widespread acceptance in the United States,1 95 it has
190 See text accompanying notes 124-29 supra.
191 SeeJ. COSTONIS, SPACE ADRIFT: LANDMARK PRESERVATION AND THE MARKETPLACE 28-39 (1974). Cf.
Chrinko v. South Brunswick Twp. Planning Bd., 77 N.J. Super. 594, 187 A.2d 221 (1963) (upholding
"Cluster zoning", which allows increased density in one area in return for open space in another).
192 "Transfer Development Rights" (TDRs) are generally used to compensate a builder whose develop-
ment of one parcel is legally restricted. These TDRs allow the builder to expand a different parcel. TDRs
could also be granted as a transferable bonus to developers who provide amenities.
The literature on TDRs is extensive. See, e.g., Carmichael, Transferable Development Rights as a Basis for
Land Use Control, 2 FLA. ST. U.L. REV. 35 (1974); Costonis, Development Rights Transfer: An Exploratory Essay,
83 YALE L.J. 75 (1973); Costonis, The Chicago Plan: Incentive Zoning and the Preservation of Urban Landmarks, 85
HARV. L. Rav. 574 (1972); Rose, Psychological, Legal andAdministrative Problems of the Proposal to Use the Transfer
of Development Rights (TDR) as a Technique to Preserve Open Space, 6 URB. LAW. 919 (1974).
The use of TDRs to "compensate" a developer may help insulate the municipality from a "taking"
charge. Cf Penn Cen. Transp. Co. v. New York City, 438 U.S. 104, 137 (1978) (where owners of a site
designated for historic landmark preservation were allowed to transfer development rights from the land-
mark parcel to adjacent lots, the Court noted that the TDRs "undoubtedly mitigate whatever financial
burdens the law has imposed.., and.., are to be taken into account in considering the impact of regula-
tion").
193 See M. MESHENBERG, THE LANGUAGE OF ZONING 19-20 (1976) (Planning Advisory Service Report
No. 322 of the American Soc'y of Planning Officials).
194 If the local government were engaged in slow-growth plan, the government could encourage the
building of accessible housing by granting development "points" for such housing. Slow-growth plans often
allow developers to accumulate "points" for providing public facilities or low income housing; these points
help the developers qualify for the right to build traditional subdivisions elsewhere. The same approach
could be used to encourage construction of accessible housing above a stated minimum. Cf Construction
Indus. Ass'n v. City of Petaluma, 522 F.2d 897 (9th Cir. 1975), cert. denied, 424 U.S. 934 (1976); Golden v.
Planning Board, 30 N.Y.2d 359, 285 N.E.2d 291, 334 N.Y.S.2d 138 (1972) (growth control plans upheld
against a variety of challenges); Annot., 63 A.L.R.3d 1184 (1975).
195 Puerto Rico has the most extensive land banking program among U.S. states and territories. See
P.R. LAWS ANN. tit. 23, § 24 (1977); Note Public Land Banking: A New Praxisfor Urban Growth, 23 CASE W.
RES. L. REV. 897, 916-23 (1972). Several states have established programs of agencies to encourage orderly
and efficient growth. See Illinois' Housing Development Authority, ILL. REV. STAT. ch. 67 Y2, §§ 303-30
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received the attention of various commentators. 196
Disabled persons could benefit from a system under which a public entity
acquired land for later development. On resale, the government could require
that the developer build accessible housing. If, as some observers believe, the
price to developers would be low because the land would have been purchased
at pre-growth prices,19 7 developers could pass these savings on to purchasers.
Since disabled persons are generally in lower income brackets, lower prices
would tend to increase their opportunity to obtain accessible housing.
Governmental regulation of land developers to improve the general
welfare should take into account the benefits of making accessible housing
available to all segments of the population. While barrier-free housing can best
be obtained through comprehensive legislation like the ABA model Act, land
use planning devices can be employed to achieve the same objective.
3. Tax Incentives
The use of tax incentives to encourage the development of accessible hous-
ing is an option available to governments at all levels. Two benefits would flow
from a tax incentive approach: (1) developers would be enticed by monetary
benefit and (2) the mere presence of the benefits would educate accountants,
lawyers, developers, and homeowners concerning the need for accessible hous-
ing. Such incentives could take the form either of income tax credits and deduc-
tions or of exemptions from real estate taxes.198 Income tax credits have
perhaps the greatest potential for encouraging action because they reduce taxes
on a dollar for dollar basis to the extent allowed by the credit. 199 Since income
tax credits and deductions operate to reduce taxes, they are more effective in-
centives than real estate tax exemptions, which typically operate only to avoid
(1971); Ohio's New Community Organization program, OHIO REv. CODE ANN. 5 349.02 (Page Supp.
1974); North Carolina's Land Conservancy Corporation, N.C. GEN. STAT. §§ 135-43 (1975); and New
York's Urban Development Corporation, N.Y. UNCONSOL. LAWS %5 6251-85 (McKinney Supp. 1974-75).
Anticipating the need for public buildings, schools, and parks, local governments have acquired land before
development but have not "banked" it for the future. See FITCH & MACK, LAND BANKING IN THE GOOD
EARTH OF AMERICA 147 (C. Harris ed. 1974).
196 See generally, FITCH & MACK, supra note 195; Note, Land Use Control in Metropolitan Areas: The Failure of
Zoning and a Proposed Alternative, 45 S. CAL. L. REV. 335 (1972); Comment, Judicial Review of Land Bank
Dispositions, 41 U. CHI. L. REv. 377 (1974); Comment, Land Banking Development Through Public Acquisition
and Marketing, 6 ENVr'L L. 191 (1975). The American Law Institute has included land banking provisions in
its Model Land Development Code. ALI MODEL LAND DEv. CODE, art. 6 (1975).
197 See ALI MODEL LAND DEv. CODE, art 255-56 (1975); Comment, Land Banking, supra note 196, at
193-94.'
198 The ABA model Act offers three alternative tax incentives for taxpayers whose alterations in
buildings meet design standards: such taxpayers
(1) "[s]hall not be subject to an increase in the assessed valuation of the facility .. "; or
(2) "[are] entitled to an exemption from property tax upon the facility to be determined by
deducting the value of the improvements necessary to meet . . . [s]tandards from the assessed
value . . . "; or
(3) "[m]ay deduct from taxable income (the cost ofalterations... / a credit of ... "
ABA PROJECT, supra note 1, at 91 (§ 17 (1)). The principal drafter of the model Act has suggested that an en-
forcement mechanism be added to this section, requiring the Secretary to certify that all applicants for tax
exemptions had complied with the permit requirements of the statute and rules. Letter from D. Matthew
Powell to Roger W. Andersen (Dec. 4, 1979). See, e.g., IowA CODE § 427.1(32) (1979).
An additional incentive might be provided by exempting from sales taxes adaptive equipment such as
grab bars or adjustable counter tops. Cf OHIO CoNsT. art xii, 5 3(c) (1979) (exempting purchases of food for
off-premises consumption).
199 See Minan & Lawrence, State Tax Incentives to Promote the Use of Solar Energy, 56 TEx. L. REv. 835, 843,
849-52 (1978). Arguably, credits are also a more equitable form of relief than tax deductions because dif-
ferences in income do not influence the level of benefit received. See id. at 843.
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tax increases. 200 While such incentives are adequately described elsewhere, 20'
their application in the context of accessibility poses particular problems.
Since the cost of accessibility is considerably lower at the design stage than
thereafter, 20 2 it would seem advisable to offer income tax benefits to real estate
developers. However, such benefits are difficult to offer at the design stage
because it is hard to identify what part of the design relates to meeting ac-
cessibility standards and what part is simply "normal" design. 20 3 Indeed, if
barrier-free advocates are successful, architects will increasingly consider ac-
cessibility a normal design requirement. One solution might be to divorce the
tax credit (or deduction) from the amount spent on accessibility and simply
allow as a tax credit a set amount for each accessible home built. 20 4
Since local property taxes are usually tied to the value of realty, property
tax incentives generally take the form of exemptions from the increased value
caused by particular improvements.20 5 However, property tax incentives pose
the same problem mentioned in relation to income tax credits: How does one
separate accessibility features from the basic design of a home? Moreover, the
extent to which a home's market value is increased by accessibility features is
not clear, 20 6 and without an increase in market value no tax benefit accrues.
Again, the solution for these difficulties might be to create for assessment pur-
poses a separate category of "accessible homes" which would receive preferen-
tial tax assessments. 20 7
The prospect of creating a category of "accessible homes" for purposes of
income or property tax illustrates the importance of the recent expansion of the
ANSI standards to include housing.2 08 Without definitive standards, taxing
authorities would be hard pressed to know what constitutes an accessible home.
ANSI has now provided such standards. However, unless a comprehensive
scheme is enacted requiring certificates of compliance to be issued prior to the
granting of a tax benefit, 20 9 taxing authorities rather than accessibility experts
200 See id. at 843-44, 852.
201 See, e.g. Minan & Lawrence, supra note 199; Taubenfeld & Taubenfeld, Wind Energy: Legal Issues &
Legal Barriers, 31 Sw. L.J. 1053, 1086 (1978); Zillman & Deeny, LegalAspects of Solar Energy Development, 1976
ARIZ. ST. L.J. 25, 52-53.
202 See note 131 supra.
203 A similar problem arises regarding passive solar devices that are part of a building's design. See
Minan & Lawrence, supra note 199, at 838. The identification problem does not arise as readily in the con-
text of remodeling; the cost of add-on devices like ramps could be translated into tax credits with little trou-
ble. See OR. REV. STAT. §§ 316.066-316.067, 317.330, 317.335 (1977).
Disabled persons considering post-construction changes are less likely to be swayed by the availability
of tax benefits than are developers. If they have taxable income at all, disabled persons are likely to be in
lower income brackets and would consequently benefit little from credits or deductions. Moreover, a tax
credit is available only after the fact and does not generate the cash needed for renovation. See Hyatt, Ther-
mal Efficiency and Taxes: The Residential Energy Conservation Tax Credit, 14 HARV. J. LEGIS. 281, 311 (1977).
204 Cf N.C. GEN. STAT. § 105-51.1 (1977) (providing a $550 credit for each accessible unit, up to 5% of
the total number of such units completed during the tax year).
205 See Zillman & Deeney, supra note 201, at 52-53.
206 The National Association of Home Builders Research Foundation, Inc., is currently researching the
question. 6 REPORT OF THE NATIONAL CENTER FOR A BARRIER FREE ENVIRONMENT, Mar.-Apr., 1980, at 1.
207 Such an approach is roughly analogous to that used in some states to preserve farmland. See generally,
Lapping, Differential Assessment and Other Techniques to Preserve Missouri's Farmlands, 42 Mo. L. REV. 369
(1977); Roe, Innovative Techniques to Preserve Rural Land Resources, 5 ENV'L AFFAtS 419, 423-26 (1976). Note,
however, that any changes in real estate assessment practices may raise state constitutional issues. See
Minan & Lawrence, supra note 199, at 852.
208 See text accompanying notes 124-29 supra.
209 See note 198 supra.
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will decide whether accessibility standards have been met.2 10 In addition, com-
pliance with the standards is more likely to be achieved if inspection and cer-
tification are required before the tax benefit is granted. Otherwise, there is little
assurance that facilities claimed to be accessible really are accessible.
Governmental response to the need for accessible housing can take a
variety of forms. The establishment of a state board following the ABA model
would be the best approach. Alternatively, local governments could apply land
use control devices to encourage developers to build accessible homes. Under
either approach, tax incentives could be structured to provide benefits to those
whose products aid accessibility.
B. Private Organizations
Just as government needs to expend its concern for disabled persons
beyond providing accessible courthouses, the private sector needs to do more
than collect and disseminate information and organize local action groups. 211
An organization is needed to acquire land, develop barrier-free facilities, and
turn them over to private parties or the government. Such an organization,
which could be called "Access for All," 21 2 could be modeled after The Nature
Conservancy.
The Nature Conservancy is a national conservation organization which
preserves the natural environment by identifying areas containing rare plants
or animals, acquiring those areas (or conservation easements213 over them),
and managing the areas or turning them over to other organizations to
manage. The Conservancy has over 60,000 members and 200 corporate
associates. Funding comes from member dues, gifts of money and land, foun-
dation grants, and lines of credit at various financial institutions. Since its first
acquisition project in 1953, the Conservancy has been involved in over 2,000
projects throughout the country. 21 4
"Access for All" could act in much the same way, providing financial sup-
port and architectural and legal expertise to local organizations which in turn
would carry out most of the projects. Such an approach would combine the ad-
vantages of size and visibility attributable to a national organization, with the
flexibility of local organizations. The national "Access for All" organization
would lead the attempt to acquire funds. As a nonprofit organization, "Access
for All" would be able to attract donors interested in eliminating environmen-
tal barriers. 21 5 Gifts could take the form of cash, real property, or less-than-fee
interests under which the land by the donor is required to be accessible.
210 Even if taxing authorities are not experts on accessibility standards, they will likely interpret "ac-
cessibility" strictly since approval of a home as barrier-free would result in a loss of tax revenues.
211 This statement is not to suggest such efforts are not worthwile. Local action groups are critical if
public education is to continue and pressure is to be placed on local governments and developers. A par-
ticularly useful guidebook for local action is M. THOMPSON, HOUSING FOR THE HANDICAPPED & DISABLED
(1977).
212 The name is taken from the title of a book on barrier-free design, OHIO GOVERNOR'S COMM. ON
EMPLOYMENT OF THE HANDICAPPED & SCHOOLEY CORNELIUS Assoc., AccEsS FOR ALL (1977), and is used by
permission of the authors.
213 See Committee on Charitable Gifts, Trusts and Foundations, Report Tax Incentivesfor Sensible Land Use
Through Gifts of Conservation Easements, 15 REAL PROP. PROB. & TR. J. 1 (1980).
214 See generally, Annual Report 1978, 29 THE NATURE CONSERVANCY NEWS, May-June, 1979.
215 Further, depending on the individual project undertaken, the organization might tap a variety of
government resources. See M. THOMPSON, supra note 211, at 23.
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Local chapters would have primary responsibility for carrying out par-
ticular projects. For example, in a college town the local chapter might perceive
a need for accessible student housing. The chapter could select appropriate
sites, survey students to establish their needs, and arrange for the college to
take over the completed facility. The national office would provide information
on how to acquire and renovate the property, and would either underwrite the
costs directly or provide enough "seed money" to allow local financing. In
either case, the local chapter would repay the national office (at low interest) to
increase local accountability and allow the national office to reallocate its funds
to other projects. Once completed, the project could be sold or given to the col-
lege under an agreement that the college maintain accessibility of the
premises. 21 6
The variety of possible projects is boundless. The local chapter of a subur-
ban community might purchase scattered lots in a subdivision located near
shopping facilities, then build accessible homes on the lots and sell them at cost.
Alternatively, the chapter might pay developers for "accessibility easements"
prohibiting construction of inaccessible facilities: 217 the developers themselves
would then build and sell the accessible homes. In urban areas, dilapidated
houses could be purchased, renovated to be barrier-free, and resold. Along
highways, accessible rest areas could be developed and turned over to the state.
The thrust of the projects would be to acquire2t 8 property, make it accessible,
and turn it over to others. In this way, "Access for All" could significantly in-
crease the availability of accessible housing without long-term financing or con-
tinuing management responsibilities.
III. Conclusion
Environmental barriers keep people apart. Able-bodied persons must
recognize that such segregation hurts them as well as disabled persons. For
every disabled person who cannot get to a job, there is an employer who cannot
tap the resources of a potential employee. For every disabled person who can-
not enter a home, there is an able-bodied person who loses the chance to make
a friend. The societal cost of environmental barriers is high.
Even those not presently disabled are likely to become so, at least for a
time; for example, someone may be confined to a wheelchair for a two-week
rest. Further, with increasing age comes increasing disability; steps get harder
to climb and doorknobs harder to grasp. In assessing the need for accessible
housing for the disabled, it is crucial to recognize that, properly defined, "the
disabled" includes a large portion of society.
216 The local organization could also retain and operate the facility.
217 Although it is still developing, the law on conservation easements can be looked to by analogy. See
generally, Netherton, Environmental Conservation and Historic Preservation Through Recorded Land- Use Agreements, 14
REAL PROP. PROB. & TR. J. 540 (1979). A related technique would be acquiring (or retaining) a covenant or
equitable servitude. In some jurisdictions the burden of the covenant might not run to subsequent
landowners where the benefit is held in gross. See id. at 550-53; Stoebuck, Running Covenants: An Analytical
Primer, 52 WASH. L. REv. 861, 881, 902 (1977).
218 It might be appropriate for "Access for All" to have a limited power of eminent domain as an aid to
putting a project together. Cf Babcock & Feurer, Land as a Commodity "Affected with a Public Interest, " 52
WASH. L. REv. 289, 330-31 (1977) (advocating "a system that authorize[s] a state agency to issue a cer-
tificate of authority to private enterprise to condemn for the purpose of land assembly, at least in large-scale
undertakings.")
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Government regulation of environmental barriers should be viewed as an
appropriate response to a private sector which has defined its audience too nar-
rowly, rather than as special legislation to benefit a narrow interest group.
Comprehensive governmental regulation, traditional land use control devices,
and tax incentives should all be employed to expand the availability of accessi-
ble homes. Educational efforts in the private sector should be continued, and a
national organization should be established to funnel financial resources
toward eliminating environmental barriers.
These barriers will not be removed overnight; indeed, they are still being
erected. However, the means are available to create a barrier-free society.
